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2  SECTION B: GRAMMAR (5 marks) 

Full credit 1, for correct answers. Partial credit of ½ only in Error Correction if either of the two is correct. 

i d. All of 

ii  a. the  

iii  many 

iv  either 

 

v  any 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  SECTION A : READING (5 marks)  

1.  Discursive passage  1x10=10m   

i (a) Iv. His imagination, his talent and his decision 1  

ii  iv. He produced films and hosted television shows. 1   

iii  False 1  

 

iv  Hitchcock touch – where the agony of suspense was relieved by the interludes of 
laughter. 

1  

v  (a)  Swooning 1  

   

 

   

    

 



 

SECTION B : WRITING SKILLS (5  marks) 

   

 

3. Word limit : 100 –120 words 
Sender’s Address 
Date 
The Editor 
Recipient Editor’s Address 
Subject: _______________________ (Main purpose of the letter) 

Salutation or Greeting: (Respected Sir/Ma’am), 
Body of the Letter 

Complimentary Closing, 

Signature 

Full Name 

 

Total - 5  

Format – 1   

Content -2   

Organisation of ideas -1   

[effective style,  

orderly sequence, 

paragraphed structure and  

vocabulary      

 

Accuracy-1     

[Spelling, punctuation and 

grammar] 

 

 

 

SECTION D : LITERATURE TEXTBOOK AND SUPPLEMENTARY READING TEXT  (10 

marks)  

4.  Reference to Context  3 

A  Prose   

i a. the postmaster  1  

ii  Resolution   1  

iii  A . by contributing part of his salary  1 

   

 

4B  Prose  

i a. South Africa  1  

ii  c. Nelson Mandela  1  

iii  He    depth of oppression 1  

 

    

   

i    

   



 

  1  

   

  

   

     

   

   

  5. ONE  of TWO  Short Answer Questions – First Flight 2x1=2  

Content-2 ; Organisation -1 ; ½  mark to be deducted for Accuracy from the overall credit of a response, if error 

density is high -more than a total of 2 spellings and/or grammatical errors. 

(ANY TWO FROM THE GIVEN VALUE POINTS)  

The given detailed reference points can be drawn upon to structure the desired response:  

i Lencho wrote to God to send him the rest of money as he needed it badly. But he requested 

God not to send the money this time through mail because the post-office employees were 

dishonest. 

 

                      Or  

Mandela mentions that every man has twin obligations. The first is towards his family, parents, wife and 

children; the second obligation is his contribution towards fellow people, his community and his country. 

  

  

  

6. ONE  of TWO  LONG Answer Questions                                               (1×5=5marks) 

Content-2 ; Organisation -1 ; ½  mark to be deducted for Accuracy from the overall credit of a response, if error 

density is high -more than a total of 2 spellings and/or grammatical errors. 
(ANY TWO FROM THE GIVEN VALUE POINTS) 

A Good morning, everyone. Today, I'd like to discuss two pieces of literature that offer a powerful 

insight into the resilience of the human spirit required to transcend discrimination. Both works 

share some of the common themes.  Transcending Discrimination .Both Mandela's excerpt and 

Rich's poem address the issue of discrimination. Mandela speaks of how his own experiences of 

discrimination made him more determined to fight against it. He emphasizes the need to move 

beyond the divides created by race, gender, and class. Similarly, Rich's poem acknowledges the 

discrimination faced by trees, which are often overlooked and undervalued. She argues that these 

trees deserve to be recognized and appreciated, just as all living beings should be. The 
metaphorical perspective for The Trees - the emergence of women against discrimination. Rich 

compares the growth of trees to the growth of women who were once suppressed and 

marginalized by society. Just as trees grow from the earth and reach for the sky, women too are 



 

rooted in their past but strive towards a better future, breaking free from the chains of oppression 

and discrimination 

B  The story” A Letter to God: written by GL Fuentes enforces our faith in humanity. After reading 

the story, we know that there are still people who help others without any self-interest. Here 

the post master and other employees lay an example of humanity and kindness for others . First 

they all laughed at Lencho’s letter to God because they knew that there Was no such person but 

they were really moved by Lencho’s faith in God . They decided to help him to keep his faith 

alive and firm.Even though it was not possible for them to collect hundred pesos and kept them 

in an envelope for Lencho. They signed on it ‘God’ except their own name .This act shows us 

the true picture of humanity and motivates us to be a noble and kind person. 

  

 

 

  

  

 
 

 

Content- 3         

Expression-

2      

Accuracy -1 
 

  6  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


